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ABSTRACT
Graphs are becoming one of the most popular data mod-
eling paradigms since they are able to model complex re-
lationships that cannot be easily captured using traditional
data models. One of the major tasks of graph management
is graph matching, which aims to find all of the subgraphs
in a data graph that match a query graph. In the liter-
ature, proposals in this context are classified into two dif-
ferent categories: graph-at-a-time, which process the whole
query graph at the same time, and vertex-at-a-time, which
process a single vertex of the query graph at the same time.
In this paper, we propose a new vertex-at-a-time proposal
that is based on graphlets, each of which comprises a vertex
of a graph, all of the immediate neighbors of that vertex,
and all of the edges that relate those neighbors. Further-
more, we also use the concept of minimum hub covers, each
of which comprises a subset of vertices in the query graph
that account for all of the edges in that graph. We present
the algorithms of our proposal and describe an implementa-
tion based on XQuery and RDF. Our evaluation results show
that our proposal is appealing to perform graph matching.
1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in using graphs
to represent data [8]. This is due to the fact that graphs
allow to model complex relationships that cannot be easily
captured using traditional data models like the relational
model [4]. One of the crucial tasks of graph management is
graph matching, which aims to find all of the subgraphs in
a data graph that match a query graph [1].
In the literature, proposals to perform graph matching can
be broadly classified into two different categories: graph-at-
a-time and vertex-at-a-time. In the former, the whole query
graph is processed at the same time, in which GraphQL [4],
QuickSI [5], Ullman [7] and VFLib [2] are the most represen-
tative proposals. In the latter, a single vertex of the query
graph is processed at the same time, in which SAPPER [10]
and TALE [6] are the most representative proposals. The
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most appealing advantage of the vertex-at-a-time proposals
is that they are able to prune the search space using match-
ing conditions, such as vertex indices [10], path indices [3],
or frequent structures [9].
Our goal is to devise a new vertex-at-a-time proposal that
is based on graphlets, each of which is a three tuple that
comprises a vertex of a graph, all of the immediate neigh-
bors of that vertex, and all of the edges that relate those
neighbors. In our proposal, both the data and query graphs
are represented as sets of graphlets. To process the query
graph over the data graph, we first reduce the number of
graphlets in the query graph based on a new notion of edge
covering in graph theory, called the minimum hub cover,
which comprises a subset of vertices in a graph that account
for all of the edges in that graph. Note that there may ex-
ist more than one minimum hub covers for the same query
graph. Then, our proposal sort the vertices of the minimum
hub cover to reduce the search space as much as possible.
Finally, we use a number of algorithms to compute the sub-
graphs of the data graph that match the query graph.
In this paper, we assume that the minimum hub covers
for a given query graph are already computed. In Section 2,
we introduce the main concepts that we use throughout the
paper. We present a discussion on how to select the best
minimum hub cover and the best ordering of this minimum
hub cover in Section 3. Section 4 describes the algorithms
to match a query graph over a data graph. In Section 5, we
describe an implementation of the previous algorithms using
XQuery and RDF. Section 6 presents some initial results
that we have obtained using this implementation. Finally,
Section 7 recaps on our main conclusions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
To illustrate our proposal, we use the data and query
graphs that are shown in Figure 1. The data graph com-
prises a total number of 16 vertices and 24 edges connecting
those vertices. The graphlets that result of these data graph
are the following:
<a, {b, j , k}, {{b, j }, {k , j }}>
<b, {a, c, j ,m}, {{a, j }, {c, j }}>
<c, {b, d , j }, {{b, j }}>
<d , {c, e}, {}>
<e, {d , j ,o}, {{j , o}}>
<h, {i , o}, {}>
<i , {h, j }, {}>
<j , {a, b, c, e, k , i , o},{{a, b}, {a, k}, {b, c}, {e, o}}>
<k , {a, j , l ,m}, {{a, j }, {l ,m}}>
<l , {k ,m}, {{k ,m}}>
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(b) Query graph.
Figure 1: Motivating example.
<m,{b, k , l ,n}, {{k , l}}>
<n, {m}, {}>
<o, {e, h, j , p, q , r}, {{e, j }, {p, q}}>
<p, {o, q}, {{o, q}}>
<q , {o, p}, {{o, p}}>
<r , {o}, {}>
Each graphlet is a three tuple in which the first element
is the main vertex v , the second element is the set of neigh-
bors of v , i.e., those vertices that are related to v by an edge,
and the third element is the set of boundaries, each of which
is a pair of vertices that belong to the neighbors of v and
there exists an edge between them. Therefore, we represent
a graphlet as the following tuple: <v ,N ,B>, in which N
is the set of neighbors and B is the set of boundaries. A
graph is represented as a set of graphlets, and we use the
following auxiliary functions to have access to all of the ver-
tices and edges of a given graph g : vertices(g) and edges(g),
respectively.
The query graph in Figure 1 comprises a total number of
8 vertices and 10 edges, whose graphlets are the following:
<1,{2, 3}, {{2, 3}}>
<2,{1, 3}, {{1, 3}}>
<3,{1, 2, 4, 6},{{1, 2}, {4, 6}}>
<4,{3, 6}, {{3, 6}}>
<5,{6, 7}, {}>
<6,{3, 4, 5, 8},{{3, 4}}>
<7,{5, 8}, {}>
<8,{6, 7}, {}>
Our goal is to find all of the subgraphs in the data graph
that match the query graph. The final result is a set of so-
lutions, each of which comprises a set of pairs in which the
first element, the key, is a vertex in the query graph, and
the second element, the value, is a vertex in the data graph.
Therefore, we represent a solution s of a query graph q over a
data graph g as a set of pairs (u, v), in which u ∈ vertices(q)
and v ∈ vertices(g). We also define two auxiliary functions:
keys and values; the former retrieves all of the vertices of
the query graph in the solution, and the latter retrieves all
of the vertices of the data graph in the solution. Further-
more, every solution has to comprise all of the vertices in
the query graph and a subset of vertices of the data graph,
i.e., keys(s) = vertices(q) and values(g) ⊆ vertices(g). A
sample solution in our motivating example is the following:
{(1,m), (2, l), (3, k), (4, a), (5, c), (6, j ), (7, d), (8, e)}.
Our proposal relies on using minimum hub covers, each
of which contains a subset of vertices in the query graph
whose graphlets cover all of the edges of the original query
graph. This entails that processing a minimum hub cover
is exactly the same as processing all of the graphlets of the
query graph. Therefore, M ⊆ vertices(q) is a minimum hub
cover of q if M is the smallest set, and these two conditions
hold:
• There exists an edge <u, v> ∈ edges(g), such that
u ∈ M or v ∈ M .
• There exist two edges<u, v> ∈ edges(g) and<v , x> ∈
edges(g), such that x ∈ M .
Note that there may exist more than one minimum hub
cover for the same query graph. For instance, in our motivat-
ing example, there exist four minimum hub covers: {1, 6, 7},
{2, 6, 7}, {3, 6, 7}, and {3, 5, 8}. Now, the challenge is to
select the minimum hub cover and the ordering that will
produce the minimum number of solutions to explore and,
therefore, the minimum processing time.
3. ON SELECTING AND ORDERING MIN-
IMUM HUB COVERS
The main challenge of using minimum hub covers is to
select the best one among all possible minimum hub covers
for a given query graph, and the best ordering to be pro-
cessed, so we explore the minimum number of solutions. To
perform this, we focus on three different aspects that must
be taken into account: 1) The connection of the vertices in
the minimum hub cover; 2) The selectivity of the vertices;
and 3) The use of the data graph. In the rest of this section
we discuss about these three aspects.
Regarding the connection of vertices, it is mandatory to
take the connection of the vertices into account when select-
ing and ordering the minimum hub covers. This entails that,
if vertices u and v appear consecutively in the ordering of a
minimum hub cover, both graphlets have to be connected by,
at least, one vertex. This avoids performing cartesian prod-
ucts when exploring the solutions to the query graph. For
instance, in our motivating example, for the minimum hub
cover {1, 6, 7}, we must avoid orderings (1, 7, 6) and (7, 1, 6)
since graphlets 1 and 7 do not have any vertices in com-
mon. The rest of the orderings are suitable candidates since
graphlets 1 and 6 have vertex 3 in common, and graphlets
6 and 7 have vertices 5 and 8 in common.
Regarding the selectivity of the vertices, it is mandatory
to ensure the maximum selectivity of the vertices, i.e., we
must select first those graphlets that filter the maximum
number of graphlets in the data graph. To compute this,
we rely on the concept of free neighbors, which are those
neighbors that do not appear in the boundaries of a data
graphlet. One heuristic is that the most selective graphlet
is the one that has more boundaries and less free neighbors.
Furthermore, if the number of boundaries is equal to zero,
another heuristic is that the most selective graphlet is the
one that has more free neighbors.
In our motivating example, the number of boundaries and
free neighbors of the graphlets for the query graph are shown
Graphlet Boundaries Free neighbors
1 1 0
2 1 0
3 2 0
4 1 0
5 1 0
6 1 2
7 0 2
8 0 2
Table 1: Boundaries and free neighbors of our mo-
tivating example.
in Table 1. Using the previous heuristics, we have to select
the most selective graphlet among the following: 1, 2, 3, 5,
6, 7, and 8. In this case, 3 is the most selective graphlet
since the number of boundaries is two, which is the max-
imum number of boundaries. We have already discarded
minimum hub covers {1, 6, 7} and {2, 6, 7}, since they do
not contain graphlet 3. Then, in the following step, we have
to select the most selective graphlet among the following: 5,
6, 7, and 8; the most selective one is graphlet 5, which has
more boundaries and less free neighbors than the others, so
we discard minimum hub cover {3, 6, 7}. Therefore, using
our heuristics, the best minimum hub cover and ordering is:
(3, 5, 8).
Regarding the use of the data graph, the previous heuris-
tics take only the query graph into account; however, there
may be some scenarios in which the data graph helps us to
prune our search. For instance, in our motivating example,
graphlet 6 has only two possible solutions: graphlets b and
j in the data graph. Therefore, to avoid the exploration of
a large number of solutions, it is mandatory to discover as
soon as possible that graphlet 6 has only b and j as solutions.
In these cases, it is possible to store a number of metadata
statistics about the data graph to help us prune the search
space.
4. GRAPH MATCHING
Our proposal takes a data graph, a query graph, and an
ordering of query vertices to be processed as input. It com-
putes all of the subgraphs by matching the query over the
data and, finally, it outputs a number of solutions, each
of which comprises the data vertices that match the query
vertices. Figure 2 shows the algorithm to compute these
solutions. Note that, for the sake of brevity, we present
the recursive algorithm, whose initial call is the following:
findSolutions(graph, query ,V , 0, ∅).
In our proposal, the recursion ends when we reach the
end of the ordering, i.e., |V | = i , in which we add the
current solution to the final set (see lines 8– 9). For the
rest of the cases, we first substitute the current graphlet of
the query graph using the current solution (see lines 13–
14), the intuition behind this is that the current solution
may comprise some ground query vertices, which can be
replaced in the graphlet by the actual data to narrow the
search. With the substituted graphlet, we try to find all of
the possible combinations of data vertices for the query ver-
tices (see line 16), which result in a number of partial solu-
1: findSolutions
2: input graph:Graph; query :Graph; V : List of
3: Vertex; i :Integer; current :Solution
4: output O : Set of Solution
5: variables q :Graphlet; P ,R: Set of Solution
6:
7: // If i is at the end of the order
8: if |V | = i
9: O := {current}
10: else
11: // Substitute the current graphlet using the
12: // current solution
13: q := getGraphlet(query ,V [i ])
14: q := substitute(g , current)
15: // Compute partial solutions by unification
16: P := unify(graph, q)
17: // If the graphlet does not unify
18: if P = undefined
19: O := undefined
20: // If the graphlet unifies but it is ground
21: else if P = ∅
22: O := findSolutions(graph, query ,V , i + 1, current)
23: else
24: O := ∅
25: // Iterate over the valid partial solutions
26: for each p:Solution | p ∈ P • isValid(p, current) do
27: R := findSolutions(graph, query ,V , i + 1, p ∪ current)
28: // If the recursive solutions unify
29: if R 6= undefined
30: O := O ∪ R
31: end if
32: end for
33: // If the graphlet does not unify
34: if O = ∅
35: O := undefined
36: end if
37: end if
38: end if
Figure 2: Algorithm to find the solutions of a query
over a data graph.
tions. We perform this by unifying the substituted graphlet
with the graphlets in the data graph. Note that a data
graphlet gd = <vd ,Nd ,Bd> unifies with a query graphlet
gq = <vq ,Nq ,Bq> if |Nq | ≤ |Nd |, |Bq | ≤ |Bd |, and there
exists a solution s such that s(vq) = vd , s(Nq) ⊆ Nd , and
s(Bq) ⊆ Bd . This unification process depends on the tech-
nology used to implement it; additional details are presented
in Section 5.
After the computation of these partial solutions, we have
to check if the query has unified with the data. In the case
that it does not unify, we output undefined as the final so-
lution, since this mean that the query has no solution (see
lines 18– 19). If it unifies and the set of partial solutions is
empty, this entails that the query is ground (see lines 21–
22), i.e., all of the vertices of the substituted query graphlet
belong to the data graph. So we continue with the following
vertex in the ordering by performing a recursive call.
Another possibility is that the partial solutions are not
empty, in which we iterate over the set of partial solutions
that are valid (see line 26). A partial solution p is valid with
respect to a current solution current if the query vertices
are not repeated (keys(p) ∩ keys(current) = ∅), and the
data vertices are not repeated (values(p)∩values(current) =
∅). The intuition behind this is that a query and/or data
vertex must appear only once in the solution that results
from combining p and current . Therefore, for each valid
partial solution, we continue with the following vertex in
the ordering, and the combination of p and current as the
next current solution (see line 27). If the resulting solutions
are not undefined , we add them to the output solutions (see
line 30). Finally, if we do not add any solution to the output
set, this means that we have found no solution for this query,
so we return undefined (see lines 34– 35).
Example 1. To illustrate how our proposal works, we
use our motivating example (see Section 2). We also use
the following minimum hub cover and ordering: (3, 6, 7);
so findSolutions(graph, query , (3, 6, 7), 0, ∅) is the first call
to our algorithm, in which graph and query comprise all of
the data and query graphlets that we presented above. Since
i = 0 6= |V | = 3, we retrieve the graphlet of vertex 3 and
substitute it using the current solution, which is empty, so
the substituted graphlet is exactly the same.
In the next step, we unify graphlet 3 with the data graphlets;
note that graphlet 3 comprises 4 neighbors and 2 boundaries,
so it is necessary to unify with data graphlets with, at least,
4 neighbors and 2 boundaries. In this case, it can be unified
with b, j , k, and o graphlets; however, graphlet 3 cannot
be unified with graphlet b since both boundaries of b com-
prises vertex j , which is not supported by the boundaries
of graphlet 3. For the rest of the graphlets, we compute a
number of partial solutions and we iterate over them. All
of these partial solutions are valid since the current solution
is empty. One of these partial solutions is the following:
p01 = {3 = k , 1 = a, 2 = j , 4 = l , 6 = m}; then, we perform
a recursive call: findSolutions(graph, query , (3, 6, 7), 1, p01).
In this recursive call i = 1 6= |V | = 3, so we retrieve the
graphlet of vertex 6 and substitute it using the current solu-
tion, which results in <m, {k , l , 5, 8}, {{k , l}}> graphlet. We
unify it with the data graph and retrieve two valid partial so-
lutions: p11 = {5 = l , 8 = n} and p12 = {5 = n, 8 = l}. We
iterate over them and perform recursive calls; unfortunately,
both partial solutions do not unify with the data graph, i.e.,
it does not exist a data graphlet with l ,n neighbors and zero
boundaries. Therefore, we return undefined as the solution
of this recursive call.
Another valid partial solution is p02 = {3 = k , 1 = l , 2 =
m, 4 = a, 6 = j }. We perform a recursive call in which i =
1, and we retrieve and substitute graphlet 6 using p, which
results in <j , {k , a, 5, 8}, {{k , a}}> graphlet. We unify this
graphlet with the data graph and retrieve several valid par-
tial solutions, e.g., p13 = {5 = c, 8 = e}. In the next step,
we call findSolutions(graph, query , (3, 6, 7), 2, p02 ∪ p13) and
substitute graphlet 7 with the current solution. We obtain
the following graphlet: <7, {c, e}, {}>, which unifies with
the data graph and produces only one partial solution: p21 =
{7 = d}. Finally, we call findSolutions(graph, query , (3, 6, 7),
3, p02 ∪ p13 ∪ p21), in which i = 3 6= |V | = 3, so we add the
following solution to the final set: {1 = l , 2 = m, 3 = k , 4 =
a, 5 = c, 6 = j , 7 = d , 8 = e}.
5. IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented a research prototype of our proposal us-
ing Java 1.6, eXist-DB 2.1, and Jena 2.10.1. Furthermore,
we used Guava 15.0 to implement auxiliary operations, and
JGraph 2.2 to draw graphs in a GUI utility. Every graph
is transformed into its graphlets, which are stored as an
<graph>
<graphlet vertex=“a”>
<neighbor>b</neighbor>
<neighbor>j</neighbor>
<neighbor>k</neighbor>
<boundary>
<vertex>b</vertex>
<vertex>j</vertex>
</boundary>
<boundary>
<vertex>j</vertex>
<vertex>k</vertex>
</boundary>
</graphlet>
...
</graph>
<graph>
<graphlet vertex=“1”>
<neighbor>2</neighbor>
<neighbor>3</neighbor>
<boundary>
<vertex>2</vertex>
<vertex>3</vertex>
</boundary>
</graphlet>
<graphlet vertex=“2”>
<neighbor>1</neighbor>
<neighbor>3</neighbor>
<boundary>
<vertex>1</vertex>
<vertex>3</vertex>
</boundary>
</graphlet>
...
</graph>
Figure 3: Graph examples in XML.
XML object in eXist-DB. Figure 3 presents a part of the
XML object of the data and query graphlets in our motivat-
ing example. The unification process in our implementation
is divided into two steps, namely: XQuery extraction and
SPARQL unification.
In the first step, our goal is to select those graphlets in
the data graph that can be unified with the single query
graphlet. Recall that this query graphlet may comprise also
ground data, so we take the query graphlet as input and
output a query in XQuery to retrieve the data graphlets. In
Example 1, we retrieve all of the data graphlets that can
unify with graphlet 3, which comprises 4 neighbors and 2
boundaries, so we issue the following query:
for $x in doc(“DataGraph.xml”/graph/graphlet)
where count($x/neighbor) ≥ 4 and
count($x/boundary) ≥ 2
return {$x}
Furthermore, we also retrieve the data graphlets that can
unify with graphlet <m, {k , l , 5, 8}, {{k , l}}>, which also
comprises 4 neighbors and 2 boundaries, so we issue the
following query:
for $x in doc(“DataGraph.xml”/graph/graphlet)
let $b := $x/boundary
where count($x/neighbor) ≥ 4 and
count($x/boundary) ≥ 2 and
$x[@vertex = “m”] and
$b/vertex = “k” and
$b/vertex = “l”
return {$x}
In the second step step, we wish to retrieve all of the
possible combinations of data vertices. To perform this, we
iterate over the whole set of data graphlets that we have
retrieved in the previous set. We transform each of them into
a set of RDF triples, e.g., the following triples correspond to
the RDF transformation of data graphlet a in our motivating
example:
a neighbor b, j, k ;
Ordering Explored Ordering Explored
(3, 5, 8) 189 (6, 7, 1) 297
(3, 8, 5) 189 (6, 7, 2) 297
(7, 6, 1) 207 (6, 7, 3) 297
(7, 6, 2) 207 (6, 1, 7) 425
(7, 6, 3) 207 (6, 2, 7) 425
(8, 5, 3) 211 (6, 3, 7) 425
(5, 8, 3) 211 (3, 7, 6) 1081
(1, 6, 7) 233 (7, 3, 6) 1171
(2, 6, 7) 233 (1, 7, 6) 2029
(3, 6, 7) 245 (2, 7, 6) 2029
(8, 3, 5) 279 (7, 1, 6) 2131
(5, 3, 8) 279 (7, 2, 6) 2131
Table 2: Orderings of the minimum hub covers and
the solutions explored.
boundary _:B1, _:B2 .
_:B1 vertex b, j .
_:B2 vertex j, k .
Then, we transform the data graphlet into a SPARQL
query that is posed over the RDF data. In Example 1, for
query graphlet 3, we issue the following query:
SELECT DISTINCT ?1 ?2 ?3 ?4 ?6
WHERE {
?3 neighbor ?1, ?2, ?4, ?6 ;
boundary _:X1, _:X2 .
_:X1 vertex ?1, ?2 .
_:X2 vertex ?4, ?6 .
}
Note that this query may retrieve the same values for
different variables that must be filtered out. Furthermore,
for query graphlet <m, {k , l , 5, 8}, {{k , l}}>, we issue the
following query:
SELECT DISTINCT ?5 ?8
WHERE {
m neighbor k, l, ?5, ?8 ;
boundary _:X1 .
_:X1 vertex k, l .
}
6. EVALUATION
In the evaluation of our proposal, our main goal is to ex-
perimentally validate that the heuristics that we define in
Section 3 actually select the best minimum hub cover and
the best ordering, i.e., there exists an optimal ordering of
a minimum hub cover that performs better than any other
random ordering of the minimum hub covers or the complete
set of vertices. To validate this, we ran our implementation
using our motivating example.
In our motivating example, our proposal outputs 24 solu-
tions and Table 2 shows the number of solutions explored
when using different minimum hub covers and orderings.
The best orderings are (3, 5, 8) and (3, 8, 5), each of which
explores 189 solutions, which is what we predicted using our
heuristics.
In addition to the minimum hub covers, we computed
the number of solutions explored when processing all of the
query graphlets using all possible orderings. The best order-
ing among these is (3, 5, 8, 6, 1, 2, 4, 7), in which our proposal
explores 309 solutions. Note that the initial vertices corre-
spond to the best ordering of the minimum hub cover, which
entails that we have already computed all of the solutions
after processing these three vertices. Therefore, we are per-
forming an extra computation that it is not mandatory. On
the contrary, the worst ordering is (5, 2, 7, 1, 8, 4, 6, 3), which
explores 8815 solutions.
These results experimentally validate that it is better to
use a minimum hub cover to process a query graph instead
of using any random ordering of these vertices.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a new vertex-at-a-time proposal
to match a query graph over a data graph. Our proposal
is based on the concept of graphlets, each of which com-
prises a vertex of a graph, all of the immediate neighbors
of that vertex, and all of the edges that relate those neigh-
bors. Furthermore, our proposal use minimum hub covers,
each of which comprises a subset of vertices in a query graph
that account for all of the edges in that query graph. The
main challenge of using minimum hub covers is to select the
best one among all possible minimum hub covers for a given
query graph and the best ordering to be processed. We have
discussed three different aspects that must be taken into ac-
count, i.e., the connection of the vertices in the minimum
hub cover, the selectivity of the vertices and the use of the
data graph. As a product of this discussion, we have devised
a number of heuristics to select the best minimum hub cover
and the best ordering.
We have presented the algorithms to implement our pro-
posal, an implementation of these algorithms that is based
on XQuery and RDF, and some evaluation results of this
implementation. Our main conclusion is that we have ex-
perimentally validated that using our heuristics we are able
to select the best minimum hub cover and the best ordering.
Furthermore, our results experimentally validate that it is
better to use a minimum hub cover to process a query graph
instead of using any random ordering of these vertices.
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